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…this sigh leads to a more difficult question: is living something that can 
be learned? or taught? Can one learn, through discipline or apprenticeship, 
through experience or experimentation, to accept or better, to affirm life? 
This concern for legacy and death resonates throughout the entire book. 

—Jacques Derrida (2007, p.24) 
 



 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A HANDSHAKE ON THE HIPS OF ROCKS 
 
 
 
In the moment of completion, we might look towards water. 
Perhaps we will do so for commendation or applause; or as if in need 

of a witness. The glass beside the bed. The lake from the top of a hill. A 
sea, a reservoir, a canal; rain or tears. The completion might be structural, 
it might be artistic; perhaps it involves the emotions, perhaps the body 
alone. Let us assume (for now) that the achievement is legal. 

Something has finished, and nearby water is present. 
Or could it be that the victory itself is made of water? You have swum 

further than ever before. The dam that you have designed is a successful 
tourist attraction in the first week of its being open to the public. These are 
niche but very potent wins. More likely, you have made it home through a 
terrible storm. You have taught a child to doggy-paddle. You have stopped 
crying. 

Shortly, we will wander to the river.  
 
The walk can be at your own preferred speed, but there is work to be 

done when you reach our destination. Specifically, a decision is to be 
made, and this decision waits for your arrival, as yet merely ghostlike and 
thin. This decision is yours and yours alone. You must choose who you 
wish to meet there, at the river. Furthermore, it is hoped that the person 
you choose to meet will be our companion for the entirety of this 
monograph. 

Why would I ask you to make a choice so early on? Jean-Paul Sartre 
informs us that: “nothing comes to me which is not chosen” (Sartre, 1958, 
p.497, italics in original); and because the subject of choice will be present 
throughout, it is likely to the good that we start as we mean to go on. 
“Uncertainty is not without its charm or interest,” writes Henri Lefebvre 
(2014, p.40), before opting for the low-key pragmatic: “it can never last 
long.” Referring to uncertainty, Lefebvre continues: 

It maintains ambiguity, keeping what is possible in a state of possibility … 
it can even oscillate between the comical and the dramatic, but we must 
choose. We weigh the pros and the cons, but there is no telling when 
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something new on one side of the scales will come to outweigh the other. 
So decisions may ripen like fruit on a tree, but they never fall of their own 
accord; we must always cut the stem, we must even choose the moment of 
choice. (Lefebvre, 2014, p.40) 

He makes plain the palpable benefits of this line of action: “the 
infinitely complex, profound and contradictory character of life is given an 
element which is always new, and which is indeed constantly being 
renewed by knowledge” (Lefebvre, 2014, p.40). And so it is, perhaps, with 
the tutelage of Lefebvre (and others) in mind, and because Psychic River is 
a book about the renewal of knowledge (otherwise known as lifelong 
learning), the favour asked of the reader is to choose to remember choice 
as we progress. And please choose also to remember your choice, as 
follows. 

Allow me to set your scene. 
Near a certain outcropping of rocks, just away from a well-kept path 

that follows the river, a certain someone is waiting for you.1 This person is 
also waiting for me (the author), but for now I am not important to the 
narrative that you and this other person will share. In fact, it is arguable if I 
will ever be important to the narrative that you and the other person 
present will share … although you might think that my saying so is an 
example of false modesty. Although there are certain exchanges that you 
and I will have, the subject of what you think about me will largely remain 
hidden; it is your property. 

The important matter for now is for you to begin thinking about who 
you would like to meet by the river. Ideally, as I mentioned above, this 
choice (or creation) is the same person that you and I will encounter for 
the remainder of this book’s words, so it might be worth your putting 
some time and effort into your decision-making.  

From your previous reading, it is likely that you have experienced the 
situation in which the author becomes a character; or a situation in which 
you, the reader, breathe a certain life into the author (of whose physical 
appearance and emotional temperament you might conceivably be aware). 
The author of this book is not your character – not your creation – nor 
your travelling companion along the Psychic River. The person in these 
pages is your own decision – your own construction. As the reader of this 
book, it is yours as much as it is the author’s; as such, it is only proper that 
you make a contribution. 

If you disagree with this sentiment, it is to be hoped that you were 
continue reading regardless. With luck and by consistent argument, you 
might pause to reconsider.  

“How will I choose who to meet there?” you might ask. 
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Although the question is reasonable, we might introduce it with 
something broader. “How do we choose anything?” Do we follow our 
“instinct” and if so, what do we mean by instinct? In the course of our 
lives up to now (whatever our individual ages), we have made millions of 
choices, some of which we learn from as a means of self-preservation and 
some of which we learn from as a way of forming preferences. (And some 
of these, of course, we never learn properly, and they cause us to keep 
making the same mistakes. Do these latter decisions count as 
masochistic?) Could choice simply be a fantastically quick decision based 
on a perception of how we may benefit and what we want to gain? With 
astonishing rapidity, our brains process some of that learning and guide us 
in certain directions. If we were able to slow down the brain, it might read 
as an exercise in processing and evaluating information; but we do not 
experience it as such. Or perhaps, however, you are more of the opinion 
that you weigh things up and reach a balance in a more deliberate manner.  

In The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, it is submitted that choosing 
and deciding are philosophical problems, and it is asked that if “they are 
taken as mental acts which precede ordinary actions, and are needed to 
make bodily movements into actions, must they themselves be preceded 
by other acts? If so, we seem to have an infinite regress. How, exactly, do 
choosing and deciding relate to intentions? It may be supposed, for 
example, that they often consist in the forming of intentions” (In 
Honderich, 1995, p.133). The entry also states that: 

Choosing and deciding come into a number of larger philosophical 
problems. When taken as mental events, they are part of the problem of 
the nature of those events: for example, whether they are different from or 
identical with brain events. Choosing and deciding are also central to 
certain moralities, and to the dispute between those who focus morally on 
the antecedents of actions and those, often called consequentialists, who 
focus on the consequences of actions. (In Honderich, 1995, p.133) 

Is it possible to make a choice using any combination of these 
methods? What has spurred you on? Has anything in the preceding 
paragraph helped you in your decision as to who you will meet at the rocks 
by the river?  

Have you had enough information from your author?  
  
By the river’s edge, you are going to see a Lifelong Learner, who is 

standing away from the path, on a pile of slippery rocks. Because the 
Lifelong Learner is your own construction, you will be able to picture this 
person as you travel together through the following chapters, with the two 
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of you cooperating to tell the story of a life in learning (a life in learning 
though not necessarily a life in education). 

As I speak to you through these early pages, please try to picture your 
Lifelong Learner. If you wonder how we know that your character’s 
learning has been lifelong, we can see that now, at the time of your 
rendezvous on the rocks by the rolling water, this person is old already, in 
your mind’s eye. Or if not, may I ask you to make this person old, if only 
for these introductory moments? We have the length of Psychic River to 
help you watch your Lifelong Learner grow. No heaviness weighs on the 
Lifelong Learner’s heart. It has all been worth it.  

Introductions take any number of different forms, but are you ready? I 
must admit to having dropped the idea in your lap. The Lifelong Learner 
has spent decades on the subject, waiting for you to arrive.2 How close 
will you and your soulmate wish to become? Only the two of you can 
answer that, of course, and you are likely to alter your opinion as we move 
on. But I sense trepidation; and I think it is yours. You could cross the 
path, climb over the obstacles, and shake hands on the hips of rocks beside 
the Psychic River; something tells me, however, that the time is not ripe.  

We have time. “To see people properly,” Lefebvre writes, “we need to 
place them at a reasonable, well-judged distance, like the objects we see 
before us” (Lefebvre, 2014, p.42). Can you be sure that the Lifelong 
Learner knows that you are present?  

 
Then their many-sided strangeness becomes apparent: in relation to 
ourselves, but also within themselves and in relation to themselves. In this 
strangeness lies their truth, the trust of their alienation. It is then that 
consciousness of alienation – that strange awareness of the strange – 
liberates us, or begins to liberate us, from alienation. This is the truth. And 
at the moment of truth we are suddenly disorientated by others and by 
ourselves. To look at things from an alien standpoint – externally and from 
a reasonable distance – is to look at things truly. (Lefebvre, 2014, p.42) 

 
You and the Lifelong Learner are strangers to one another – for now. 

Precisely how much detail you supply about the life that you create is your 
own affair, but early caution is probably advised. You shouldn’t wish to 
rush into these things: the relationship is going to last 80,000 words, after 
all, and even if the Lifelong Learner has waited a long time, it would not 
be right to know too much about your new companion early on. As I say, 
we have time.3 But let us not let slip from our minds the implied 
commitment to which you have subscribed by reading so far: your 
accompaniment of the Lifelong Learner, and your watching over the same. 
As the poet Rainer Maria Rilke once wrote, “I hold this to be the highest 
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task of two people: that each should stand guard over the solitude of the 
other” (Rilke, 1904, p.27). 

I should endeavour to be more specific. You are not required to conjure 
up the entire life, for Psychic River is all about learning, and a better way 
of putting the matter would be to say that for the duration of Psychic 
River, you will follow the life-in-learning of an individual who springs 
from your own imagination. The question of gender (or of gender-fluidity) 
is one for your own courts of internal debate. For now, the only stipulation 
is that the Lifelong Learner must be old, for structural, metaphorical and 
metaphysical reasons that will soon become clear. (Please do not worry: 
we will see your creation as a baby and even in utero soon enough.) As 
surely as we might glimpse our own reflections in a pool of still water, we 
might reflect on the turmoil of a lifespan while watching the river as it 
glides or roars past. To assist the Lifelong Learner in these crucial end-of-
life introspections, we will join the river at the same point.  

Why would this be? At the end of a happy life, the Lifelong Learner 
feels drawn to return to a particular part of a river that he or she would 
visit as a child. The Lifelong Learner has visited this venue, on and off, for 
years; but this time the Lifelong Learner is aware that it could be the last 
time. While standing on a particular rock that has worn away over the 
years, the Lifelong Learner is aware of two other figures as they approach 
from different directions. They are two of the Lifelong Learner’s earlier 
selves, one a child and one a young adult; and Psychic River will show 
their experiences as learners, and how the child had to struggle through 
some of the emotional storms of learning, and what made the young adult 
learner resilient. You and I will be there for the journey. 

Inevitably, the traits and characteristics displayed by the Lifelong 
Learner say as much about you, the reader, as they do about the individual 
that you have conjured up. How, indeed, could the matter be otherwise? 
Melanie Klein taught us introjection and projection; and we know that on 
an unconscious level we make decisions about parts of our characters that 
we do not like, and we split these undesirable parts off from the psychic 
apparatus and project them onto someone else. We make this individual 
guilty of unpleasant quirks that are really our own, at least to begin with. 
In the very same way, as the character of the Lifelong Learner grows 
richer in detail, you might recognise something about this individual that 
you do not remember providing. The matter worth noting is that such an 
interpretation need not concern you overmuch: only you will ever know 
what you hate or are afraid of in the eddies, the blisses and terrors of 
lifelong learning.  
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In addition to what has been mentioned so far, throughout this 
monograph, it is hoped that we will keep a particular question in our 
minds; a question that is important enough to justify the author’s selection 
of capital letters with which to pose it (or so we hope). 

What is Learning?4 
If we are prepared to dedicate the time it takes to write and read a book 

about lifelong learning, it is surely just as well to have some ideas and 
definitions to hold up to the light. Scholars have dedicated substantial 
portions of their careers to the question that I have posed, so our starting 
point is all but arbitrary. In an online interview with Etienne Wenger 
(Kahan, 2004, np), for example, the populariser of communities of practice 
has an interesting definition that involves a context of business and 
leadership – along with the notion of identity. “Learning is best understood 
as an interaction among practitioners, rather than a process in which a 
producer provides knowledge to a consumer… If associations view their 
members as consumers of knowledge produced by the association, they 
are forgetting that learning means engagement.”  

According to Wenger, many associations have failed not only to 
consider the role of engagement in learning but also something even more 
fundamental: identity. Wenger asserts that “identity” in the context of how 
associations relate to their members means more than simply “belonging” 
or “shared interest.” “A person’s identity is their engagement in the 
world,” Wenger opines. “To engage effectively, one must ask the questions: 
‘What will it take for our professionals to really feel they are learning – to 
really feel that membership in our association is transformative? What are 
the specific kinds of activities they should be engaged in with one another 
to draw this out?’” (Kahan, 2004, no page given). And quoted in full from 
the same interview, we have the following: 

“Being engaged to the fullest of one’s identity is the source of creativity 
required for participation in a knowledge economy,” says Wenger. “The 
engagement of identity, if you will, replaces the whip of the early 
industrial model,” he adds wryly. “In the industrial model, you told 
people, ‘Forget your identity. Leave it at the door! Leave your sense of 
meaningfulness at the door. Instead, do what I tell you to do. Then, when 
you are done, you may go back, put your identity back on, go into the 
world, and do whatever you want.’ That’s the industrial model. In the new 
model, you can’t do that, because the identity you want people to leave at 
the door is precisely the resource they have to be creative.” (Kahan, 2004, 
no page given) 
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As will shortly become clear, however, Psychic River has psychoanalysis 
at its heart, and that includes any discussion of what learning might or 
might not happen to be. The Hungarian psychoanalytic writer Michael 
Balint was also interested in group dynamics and what became known as 
the Object Relations School. On the subject of learning and specifically 
what it is to learn, he offers the following:  

This verb has two meanings. One is the reception and proper registration 
of sensory impressions and intellectual correlations; that is probably its 
newer meaning, and in English ‘to learn’ has almost solely this 
significance. The second, and probably the older meaning, is best 
demonstrated by the German compounds such as ertragenlernen, 
aushaltenlernen, which imply the sense of bringing a faculty to full 
development. (Balint, 1965, p.193) 

By way of introducing a further development of the definition, Balint 
also delves into the concepts and vocabulary initiated by Sigmund Freud 
(who is, of course, widely recognised as the Godfather of Psychoanalysis, 
and who invented the movement largely on his own). Among the many 
Freud papers that might be cited hereabouts, The Ego and the Id (Freud, 
1923) seems germane (for reasons that will soon become fidelitous). The 
Ego and the Id is a “nine o’clock in the evening paper” if we think of 
“midnight” as the hour on the timepiece of Freud’s final publications. In it, 
Freud makes two fundamental claims about the ego. The first is that the 
ego finds itself the seat of anxiety, and bestowed with such a 
responsibility, it is beset by dangers from the super-ego, the id, and the 
external world. The second claim is that the ego consists of two primary 
components: a system of perception and a set of unconscious (or more 
specifically, preconscious) ideas.  

With these characteristics of the ego in mind, then, Balint offers this: 
“However, if ‘strengthening of the ego’ is synonymous with, or even only 
related to, ‘learning’, it would follow that psycho-analysis and education 
are also related, in which case we would be threatened by the danger of the 
analytic treatment degenerating into pedagogy.” We will certainly make 
further connections about the similarities in transactions between educator 
and learner, on the one hand, and the analyst and the analysand, on the 
other, as we move along the Psychic River. In brief, we might add that 
learning is the introjection of what is split off and projected from 
elsewhere, even if this sounds rather simplistic. 

From a philosophical standpoint, let us once more invite Ted 
Honderich’s editorship (1995) into the debate.5 According to The Oxford 
Companion to Philosophy, learning is the  
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acquisition of a form of knowledge or ability through the use of 
experience. Not all modifications of behaviour as a result of experience 
involve learning, although behaviourist theories of learning tend to assume 
otherwise. It is far from clear that changes of behaviour brought about by 
conditioning should be thought of as involving learning; the same applies 
to the biological phenomenon of ‘imprinting’, whereby something that 
happens at a certain point of an animals’ life determines a subsequent form 
of behaviour. For learning to take place experience has to be used in some 
way, so that what results is in a genuine sense knowledge or is dependent 
on knowledge. On the other hand, learning need not involve intellectual 
processes such as those involved in inference, although an inference may 
produce new knowledge and if it involves experience it may then be a 
process of learning. It is arguable that all learning itself presupposes 
knowledge in some way, and this raises from problems for genetic 
epistemology. (In Honderich, 1995, p.476) 

There is no specific reason why we must agree on a definition of what 
learning happens to be, now or ever; but it is important, surely, in a book 
about lifelong learning, that we agree on the importance of the concept 
under discussion. Whether we favour an epistemic explanation or vote for 
the ignition of instinct (or anything else), it is hoped that learning will be 
regarded as a positive element in one’s life. 

Perhaps a more crucial question to consider is that of the river itself.  

Why Psychic River? What is the Psychic River? 

May I defer my exposition for a moment or two longer, while 
acknowledging of course that at approximately this time (if not long 
before) you might be wondering, and quite reasonably: why a river at all? 
As in: Why has the author (or why have I?) chosen a river to analogise the 
link between observer and observed (among other relationships)? 

“We have only to speak of an object to think that we are being 
objective,” writes Gaston Bachelard in The Psychoanalysis of Fire (1987, 
p.1). “But, because we chose it in the first place, the object reveals more 
about us than we do about it. What we consider to be our fundamental 
ideas concerning the world are often indications of the immaturity of our 
minds.” Not for one moment do I doubt what Bachelard has inadvertently 
(and from the grave) accused me of: the imbecility of a choice is 
ultimately self-revealing.  

I stand by it. I stand by the river (near you and near the Lifelong 
Learner) and I also stand by my decision to use the river as my winding 
metaphor. A river connects to every other drop of water in existence. It 
starts at the headwaters and grows in width and power. With a power that 
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knows few equals, it travels for miles, transporting and nurturing, 
drowning and destroying, until it urges its intention into the sea, its work 
executed but not forgotten. The waters mingle and surge; some evaporate 
and join a huge climatic system; via the echo chamber of the sea, the rivers 
converse among themselves, telling tales and laughing and squabbling.  

It is all connected. The river reads other rivers: it reads those who try to 
read it too. The Psychic River reads you and me – and it reads the Lifelong 
Learner. While we try to read the river’s mind, the river’s mind interprets 
our thoughts and teaches us. We are all co-creators of a body of knowledge, 
the size of which is astronomical and larger than our consciousnesses – singly 
or collectively – can comfortably contain.  

The Psychic River is where we learn, we might say, and it is also what 
we learn from. The river is the embodiment of learning: a physical 
manifestation of a psychic process. You can visit the river as many times 
as you want, today or over a lifetime. You will never see the same river 
twice, as you will never be part of the same class twice; and your own 
experience will differ from that of anyone else arriving at the water at the 
same time. “Sometimes,” Gaston Bachelard (1987, p.1) informs us: 

we stand in wonder before a chosen object; we build up hypotheses and 
reveries; in this way we form convictions which have all the appearance of 
true knowledge. But the initial source is impure: the first impression is not 
a fundamental truth. In point of fact, scientific objectivity is possible only 
if one has broken first with the immediate object, if one has refused to 
yield to the seduction of the initial choice, if one has checked and 
contradicted the thoughts which arise from one’s first observation. Any 
objective examination, when duly verified, refutes the results of the first 
contact with the object. To start with, everything must be called into 
question: sensation, common sense, usage however constant, even 
etymology, for words, which are made for singing and enchanting, rarely 
make contact with thought. Far from marvelling at the object, objective 
thought must treat it ironically. 

The river is our chosen object. It is our responsibility to “build up 
hypotheses” and “form convictions” about it, and about how we might 
interact with it. It represents our individual process of learning, with all of 
its successes and pratfalls, and there is little to be gained in rushing into an 
interpretation. We have our whole lives in which to create meaning.  

For example, on an immediate matter, you might want to create some 
meaning with regards your relationship with your author (or your 
narrator). “Reading is an experience,” writes Thomas Ogden,  

in which we do not simply ‘take in’ the meaning of the text. In the act of 
reading, we transform the black markings on the page into linguistic 
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structures that hold significance. But when we are reading creatively, we 
do something more than that. We each produce our own personal set of 
meanings and ideas using the text as a starting point. (Ogden, 2012, p.1)  

Has Ogden interpreted you and your ambitions and motivations 
correctly? Inferentially, the relationship between writer and reader is every 
bit as intimate, intuitive and ambivalent as that between twins; but the 
relationship between the writer and the writer’s words is more faithful, 
besotted, yet gruesome and unapologetic, and uxorially devoted, still. In 
another context, when Norman Mailer calls writing ‘the spooky art’ in a 
book of the same name (Mailer, 2003), it is easy to see why he does so. He 
warns the novice writer that ‘your material becomes valuable only when it 
is existential, by which I mean an experience you do not control’ (Mailer, 
2003, p.12). 

In these ways, we have all been warned that what is to follow will be 
open to analysis and interpretation. Our adventures by the river will begin 
and end in the presence of the Lifelong Learner, but the learner will not be 
the only one learning.  

 
Not much of what follows in Psychic River (if anything at all) can be 

proved; but we have to stand firm. Even if we are not sure ourselves, we 
should give the clear impression of being sure: in writing, and in the 
performance of being an educator. Even while engaged in the potentially 
tense spaces of learning, it is often the sensible response to pretend to be 
learning, lest someone doubts you and challenges you for your inabilities. 
Being sure – even when one is not sure – is very much the successful 
educator’s way; and if I assume correctly that you, the reader, have an 
interest in education, then I predict that you have busked in front of a class 
more than once.  

Although most of Psychic River will take place in one specific spot 
that I ask you to visualise, this is very much a book in which paradox is 
rife; indeed, Paradox might even have been the name of a character if this 
monograph had been written as a Greek Tragedy. (You might choose to 
name the Lifelong Learner that you create “Paradox”. Later on, in one 
specific chapter - “Billy Seen and Billy Hiding” - I will temporarily 
rename the Lifelong Learner Billy, whether male or female, but other than 
that, the choice of name is your own.) 

Here are some of the paradoxes that have been written into Psychic 
River. 

Most of the activity – I shall not go so far as to say action – will take 
place at a particular spot by the Psychic River. This is a place where the 
Lifelong Learner takes nourishment from the passing water, from the 
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vantage point, and from being so close to a path along which anyone might 
walk – literally anyone, real or fantasized – while standing on or near 
rocks. While the Lifelong Learner is here, in this position, you can observe 
every movement and read every though that this person makes. Without 
moving so much as a muscle on your own body, in fact, you can zoom in 
closer; you can translate a facial expression. Should the notion seem 
attractive, you can even smell the ambition on the Lifelong Learner’s 
breath. At certain times during your years together, you will watch as the 
Lifelong Learner attempts to read, with the effort of doing so twitching 
and plucking at the Lifelong Learner’s lips… 

To put the matter a different way, your view of the Lifelong Learner is 
clear and unimpeded. You will be in the presence of the Lifelong Learner 
for the duration of Psychic River: this might be a matter of days, weeks or 
months for you, the reader (depending on your own reading speed); and 
for the Lifelong Learner, these pages are the years, and the chapter 
headings the milestones of an entire life. 

Perhaps this discrepancy is Paradox 1. Other paradoxes (in no 
particular order) are as follows, unnumbered and occasionally overlapping. 

The Lifelong Learner attends a certain place along a river that is 
quantified not in miles or kilometres but in years. In psychic space and 
time, this is a convenient place and year for you to observe the Lifelong 
Learner: your creation’s presence here, by the rocks, is all-but guaranteed: 
your willingness to learn is intrapsychically linked with the Lifelong 
Learner’s need to learn.6 While the two of you are watched by me, your 
Third, the two of you are summoned by each other and by the Psychic 
River itself, which is a body of learning and a body representing the 
process and creativity of learning. The paradox is, that while the two of 
you are present in one specific place and time, you are both – 
simultaneously – travelling along the Psychic River, though at different 
velocities, not together – for no two people learn at precisely the same 
rate, or make the same progress, or suffer the same setbacks – for no two 
people experience precisely the same view or the intellectual nourishment 
of the Psychic River. Therefore, at one and the same time, you are locked 
in place and you are making solitary progresses along the banks, or 
possibly drowning at times in the water itself.  

The Psychic River is learning, and we can never step into the same 
river twice, not even into our own private river. At all times, you are both 
aware of the Headwaters, which start this book, where your own private 
river began; and you are also aware of the Mouth of the River, which 
closes this book, where all learning journeys must end and where we must 
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spill out into the sea, our work completed, our minds emptied by mortal 
fragility.  

The next paradox is about the Lifelong Learner, as your character ages. 
You might find that the ageing process is uneven – unpredictable. Ours, in 
Psychic River, is a hallucinatory world: the rules that govern our own 
existences are not too important. So it is that when you see your creation 
by the river, as a child – or even as a baby – there is no need to worry 
about this person’s welfare. Learning is all that is at stake; despite your 
Lifelong Learner’s tender years, no harm will follow, no concern need be 
expended...  

 
At the start of this Introduction I wrote that in the moment of 

completion we might look towards water. The reader might well ask what 
gives me the temerity to make such a claim. Alternatively, in the pages 
that follow, the reader might interrogate my assumption, and try to recall 
the completion of something, and then recall what happened next. This 
same reader (you?) might compare the experiences of completing several 
somethings, in an attempt to see if the water claim holds true more than 
once. A different reader still will laugh at what I’ve claimed to be the case, 
arguing that if water is so vital and ever-present a force in our lives, then I 
cannot lose my bet, because everything that concludes the completion of 
something, in one way or another, is a look towards water; that it is 
inevitable. I win in the same way that a magician who has rigged the deck 
of cards will always predict that the member of the audience will select a 
diamond or a heart. 

It is a fair accusation – but I will still stand defensive in its path. I will 
hope to convince you that I mean what I say, the longer we remain 
together by the Psychic River. 

Why a river? 
To try to answer this question, I would like to refer the reader to 

Freud’s conception of the Weltanschauung “In my opinion, then,” he 
writes, 

a Weltanschauung is an intellectual construction, which solves all the 
problems of our existence uniformly on the basis of one overriding 
hypothesis, which, accordingly, leaves no question unanswered and in 
which everything that interests us finds its fixed place. It will easily be 
understood that the possession of a Weltanschauung of this kind is among 
the ideal wishes of human beings. (Freud, 1933a [1932], p.158). 
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I hope to show that the image of the river works on a number of levels. 
Most obviously, for the course of this book, it represents my 
Weltanschauung. The image – and the cluster of images around it – is a 
worldview, and more: it is an authorial creation, a source of inspiration 
and voice, and the constellation of a fantasy; it is an academic construct, a 
lens, and the axes for my coordinates, herein. Together, you and I and the 
Lifelong Learner, we have started here and we will end here, as much 
older people. The river will age too, but the river has never looked its 
years, sometimes young and sometimes old and grey, but usually 
boundless and immutable. At any rate, when compared with a river’s 
timespan, the limited life of a human being is little more than a drop in the 
ocean.  

 
 





 

 

PART ONE 

HEADWATERS 
 
 
 
The point where a river begins is sometimes referred to as its 

"headwaters", which is usually the smallest part of the entire length. 
Headwaters can start out in marshy areas or where natural underground 
springs exist.  

To look at, it seems modest, these trickling gentle flows; but the 
headwaters are where the river begins its thoughts. We might well be 
calmed by the care of the water as it creates its modest splashes. Only if 
we consider the power of what the river will grow up to be – and only if 
we acknowledge that these early liquid ambitions are akin to Bion’s beta 
elements (Bion, 1962), requiring activation by an alpha process to realise 
the river’s dream – do we experience shock. That something can evolve 
from nothing is false science. But something incredibly potent can evolve 
from very little. (In Bion’s work, beta elements are raw sense impressions 
that are experienced internally as unpleasant intrusions that must be 
expelled and dealt with.) 

Here, at the headwaters, we see the river coming to life and starting to 
dream. The image feeds us … and our own dreams feed the river, this 
Psychic River. 

It is not only later, in our views of the thrashing eddies, that humanity 
and nature are conjoined. It happens here too, from this place where our 
journeys commence, albeit on a far more modest scale. What is more, we 
might use this as a metaphor for the commencement of a human’s mental life. 
Here, the Lifelong Learner – or more specifically, your Lifelong Learner – has 
yet to be born, but conception has occurred and the foetus grows…  

In this part of Psychic River we explore the notion of learning for a 
human life that is as yet without consciousness (as the concept is usually 
understood) or completed physical form. The hope is that “headwaters” 
will take on a host of alternative interpretations. 

To put the matter a different way, “Headwaters” is the mental part of 
the book, before the body has exposure to the world and then very shortly 
after the baby has exposure to the world. The formation of the mind is the 
formation of the river. 



 

 

CHAPTER ONE 

PREFATORY PULSES 
 
 
 
Although many psychoanalytic theories assume that the development 

of objects, the self and even consciousness begins after birth, supporters of 
alternative theories are legion. One of these alternative theories is the one 
that suggests that pre- and perinatal tensions are responsible for certain 
symptom formations. Certain authors (to be mentioned shortly) were of 
the opinion that the structuring of the unconscious psyche starts in the 
prenatal phase. Inasmuch as the foetus can receive and participate in 
anything at all, it receives and participates in emotionally relevant 
experiences in these early breaths. Asphyxia, fears and stress, for example, 
can be neatly (but temporarily, and above all, incompetently) tidied away 
in an act of unconscious filing, only to be recalled after birth when the 
person’s memory is psychically triggered in a specific – and customarily 
unpleasant – incident.  

In the words of Isabel Menzies Lyth, “the conditions provided in the 
early years of life are crucial and … the child’s experience then has a 
lasting effect and is the matrix from which later development springs” 
(Lyth, 1988, p 154). In essence, this is the exploration that we will begin 
together in these headwaters. Although the Lifelong Learner is many 
heartbeats away from being aware of the Psychic River, this tiny brain and 
enormous mind have joined it. Inclusion in the flow is the result of a 
successful heartbeat. Life has begun, and there is no way of avoiding the 
current…  

So begins a journey that will last a lifetime. 
 
In this chapter we examine certain views of intra-psychic processes, 

with reference to the time before birth. If you, the reader, infer, therefore, 
that the author’s argument is that the structuring of the unconscious psyche 
starts in the prenatal phase, you have inferred correctly. The perception of 
several sense modalities (states of asphyxia, fears and stress, for instance) 
are stored, and this storage is a form of learning. We will also surmise that 
other forms of learning take place at the early perinatal stage of one’s life; 
more than any other, perhaps, this chapter asks the reader to leap with faith 
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into a theory that can never become a theorem – it can never be proved. 
Your author’s sole hope is that you, the reader, might be able to trust.  

What, after all, is under discussion? In their monumental feat of 
academic achievement, The Language of Psychoanalysis, Jean Laplanche 
and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis report on the current situation vis-à-vis the 
wavering trends in psychoanalytic beliefs:  

Psycho-analysis is often rebuked for its alleged reduction of all human 
actions and desires to the level of the infantile past; this tendency is said to 
get progressively worse as psycho-analysis evolves: delving further and 
further back, analysts supposedly end up maintaining that the destiny of 
the human individual is played out in the first months of his life – perhaps 
even during his sojourn in the womb… (Laplanche & Pontalis, 2006, 
p.112) 

They aver that “analysts supposedly end up maintaining that the 
destiny of the human individual is played out in the first months of his life 
– perhaps even during his sojourn in the womb…” (Laplanche & Pontalis, 
2006, p.112). From this gobbet alone, it is impossible to determine 
whether they support the notion or contend it; but a stint of light research 
confirms that they counter the chagrin that the field has attracted. (In 
context, the authors are discussing the Freudian notion of how one revises 
events in one’s life at a later date.) 

Nevertheless, of intra-psychic processes, with reference to the time 
before birth, there are more than several views – and considerably more 
than might be considered in Psychic River. Before we enter this particular 
sub-field and mention those who work within it, a nod towards the 
commonsensical might be in order.  

For example, in a long submission entitled Psychoanalytic Aesthetics: 
The British School (Glover, 2009, p.114), Nicola Glover analyses the 
contributions made to the field by W.R. Bion and furthermore submits: 
“The mother and the child form a 'thinking couple' which is the prototype 
of the thinking process that continues developing throughout life.” If we 
are comfortable with this (and certainly there would seem to be little 
controversial in the statement), it is not so difficult to accept that this 
lifelong relationship might begin before the baby has been delivered into 
the world. The baby is still at the headwaters, learning from the Psychic 
River in which the mother also splashes for her own survival, there being 
no such thing (of course) as a totally taken-for-granted birthing process. 
When it comes to the everyday miracle of bringing a small life into the 
world, the cliché about it not being over until it is over, is the most 
pungent of all possible clichés.  

Later on in the same publication, Glover adds: 
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We infer from Bion that a successful analysis is one that facilitates the 
patient's experience of new ideas and to enable him to experience change 
creatively in response to these. The analysand and analyst, like the 
prototype of mother-baby, becomes a 'thinking couple' and through this, 
the patient is able, if envy and paranoid defences not too strong, to re-view 
his experience in a way that restores the ability to accept and to learn from 
new experience. (Glover, 2009, p.131) 

This links in an interesting way with something said early on in Otto 
Rank’s The Trauma of Birth (2010 1924) – a text that has not been 
forgotten so much as it has been partially buried in the soil of Freud’s 
(eventual) disapproval of it and disagreement with it. In addition to it 
being hoped that Psychic River might go some way to reaffirming Rank’s 
right to an opinion of his own, there might be good reasons to claim that 
Rank’s theories fit the analytic data on intra-uterine life just as well as 
Freud’s. As can be seen easily by reading the title of Rank’s work, it is his 
opinion that the trauma of being delivered into the world is one from 
which we do not easily recover; he goes on to agree with Glover, albeit 
while seeing the situation from a slightly different viewpoint. Rank writes: 

…in the analytic situation the patient repeats, biologically, as it were, the 
period of pregnancy, and at the conclusion of the analysis – i.e. the re-
separation from the substitute object – he repeats his own birth for the 
most part quite faithfully in all its details. The analysis finally turns out to 
be a belated accomplishment of the incompleted mastery of the birth 
trauma. (Rank, 2010 1924, italics in original)  

Furthermore, in this spirit of making connections, we should add that 
up to now there would seem to be agreement with a line from Freud: 
“There is much more continuity between intra-uterine life and earliest 
infancy than the impressive caesura of the act of birth allows us to 
believe,” he opines (Freud, 1926, p.138); and up to now a general 
consensus would seem to be abroad.  

We will return to Otto Rank shortly. 
 
It is our task, our responsibility to walk from the starting point at the 

headwaters, eventually to reach a part of the river where you will continue 
to meet the Lifelong Learner, over the period of your lives, with me as 
your intra-psychic chaperone and secretary.  

One of the purposes of your journey is to learn, both alone and 
together, as indeed it the purpose for all of us. In order to do so, let us look 
at the work of others who have theorised on the psychic lives of humans 
before they are born. 
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Keeping with the idea of movement, the “prenatal life of the child,” 
writes Martin Buber (1970, p.76), “is a pure natural association, a flowing 
toward each other, a bodily reciprocity…” The reading is from I and Thou, 
and Buber is generous in his doling-out of provocative gobbets. He adds: 
“and the life horizon of the developing being appears uniquely inscribed, 
and yet also not inscribed, in that of the being that carries it.” If it is not 
apparent from the forequoted, it is Buber’s contention that the unborn 
child’s residency inside its mother for nine months is but part – and a 
small part at that – of its physically static but emotionally, spiritually and 
psychologically ambitious journey among vaster scaffolds. “Every 
developing human child rests,” he informs us,  

like all developing beings, in the womb of the great mother – the 
undifferentiated, not yet formed primal world. From this it detaches itself 
to enter a personal life, and it is only in dark hours when we slip out of this 
again (as happens even to the healthy, night after night) that we are close 
to her again. But this detachment is not sudden … like that from the bodily 
mother. (Buber, 1970, pp.76-77) 

Buber’s belief that the unborn child is part of something much larger is 
in line with Donald Meltzer’s. In the Introduction to The Newborn in the 
Intensive Care by Romana Negri, Meltzer states: 

There is no purpose to be served in asking, “At what point in gestation do 
experiences – human experiences – begin?” They began many thousands 
of years ago with the beginnings of symbol-formation and the capacity to 
wonder, to question. Why do not horses speak? It is not part of their 
natural history – the Wittgensteinian answer. Having experiences is part of 
the human natural history. (In Negri, 1994, 2014, p.xix) 

A number of additional practitioners might also be of use in this 
exploration. 

Of Hungarian origin, Nandor Fodor (1895-1964) was a British and 
American parapsychologist and psychoanalyst. Although Fodor largely 
wrote of matters supernatural (poltergeists and hauntings), it is his work in 
the field of prenatal psychology that attracts us here. His book The Search 
for the Beloved (1949) has been influential. Believing that a pregnant 
mother could communicate telepathically with the mind and body of her 
unborn child, Fodor contended that the mother could cause physical and 
psychological impressions on her unborn child, depending on her state of 
mind. 

Many years later, there were no restrictions on the number of 
contributors to the subject. Wilfred Bion wrote an important paper – 
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Caesura (Bion, 1989) – on the subject, which dwells on the mentality of 
the child before birth, and which takes its title from Freud’s observation 
that there “is much more continuity between intra-uterine life and earliest 
infancy than the impressive caesura of the act of birth allows us to 
believe” (Freud, 1926, p.138). Here Bion speculates on the relationship 
between physiological and psychological birth, and the possibility that a 
pre-natal "primitive sensitiveness" may carry over and inform later 
psychological life. 

Later still, Romana Negri (1994, 2014) makes an important submission 
with The Newborn in the Intensive Care Unit, as mentioned above. 
“During pregnancy,” she writes,  

an internal rethinking process (at instinctual and phantasy level) takes 
place, moving from an initial narcissistic-fusional position to object 
investment with the progressive flowing of the woman’s interest from 
herself to the child, which is perceived as being different from herself. 
(Negri, 1994, 2014, p.13) 

Do we think of what we have just read as a form of learning, or is it in 
fact conceivable to consider what Negri propounds as anything other than 
learning, in this case for both the mother and the (as yet unborn) child? 
Negri continues: 

Narcissism and the initial mechanisms of idealization and projective 
identification … gradually become less intense, with the progressive 
joining of mature and infantile parts of the self (maternal self and infantile 
self) in the woman, then with the acceptance of the child’s separateness, 
which occurs with the physical caesura of childbirth, and eventually with 
the establishment of the new relationship with the newborn baby. (Negri, 
1994, 2014, p. 14) 

Not that Negri is of the opinion that the moment or the process – call it 
the caesura, call it anything you want to call it – is strictly of the moment 
or instant-tenacious. Far from it. “This is a process,” Negri writes,  

that can release ancient conflicts with the internal objects, and all the 
anxieties and disappointments resulting from the loss of fusion and 
omnipotence, as well as the anxieties and suffering of separation and 
depression. The process is accomplished, however, through the joining 
together of the woman’s infantile and maternal parts of the self, leading to 
the emergence of the maternal availability that gives the woman her 
natural orientation towards her child. And during this process, from the 
beginning of the pregnancy until the child’s first weeks of life, the woman 
must relive and abandon a part of her own infantile experience and 


